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Overview and Architecture



› In 2013, OSG began an evaluation of its 

choice of CE technology

Did we want to keep the same technology? Try 

a new one?

› Could we construct a CE from a special 

configuration of HTCondor? 

We’ll get to the technical aspects later, but this 

was a unique opportunity: no new 

dependency on an external team. 

› Out of this work came the HTCondor-CE 
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HTCondor-CE



› A CE must:

Expose a remote API for resource acquisition 

Provide authentication and authorization 

Interact with the resource layer (batch 

system)

What’s in a CE?
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Anatomy of a Compute Element (CE)



› HTCondor already has many of the pieces 

necessary: 

Remote job submission is possible

Extensive authentication and authorization 

system (including GSI)

Grid universe integration with blahp (same 

underlying component as CREAM) allows 

submission to other batch systems

Job Router provides transformation 

› Simply need to put things together!

HTCondor-CE
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› Special configuration of HTCondor

› Installs small wrappers around Condor CLI

condor_ce_status sets a few config variables 

and calls condor_status

› Runs a complete set of condor daemons 

Port 9619 (instead of 9618) 

Configs from /etc/condor-ce instead of 

/etc/condor

Separate condor_master process and Linux 

service (condor-ce) 

HTCondor-CE
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Anatomy of HTCondor-CE: 

HTCondor Batch System
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Anatomy of HTCondor-CE: Non-

HTCondor Batch System
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Running Daemons
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› Responsible for taking a job and creating a 

copy modified according to a set of rules

Each chain of rules is called a “route” and is 

defined by a ClassAd

› Attribute changes and state changes are 

propagated between the source and 

destination jobs

› Job Router directly accesses the schedd’s

transaction log: most efficient way of 

mirroring jobs!

Job Router
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Cameron has an HTCondor pool and she 

wants CMS jobs submitted to her CE to be 

forwarded to her pool and requesting x86_64 

Linux machines and setting the attribute “foo” 

on her routed job to “bar”. All other jobs 

should be submitted to the pool without any 

changes. 

Example HTCondor Job Route
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JOB_ROUTER_ENTRIES @=jre

[

name = "condor_pool_cms";

TargetUniverse = 5;

Requirements = target.x509UserProxyVOName =?= "cms";

set_requirements = (Arch == "X86_64") && (TARGET.OpSys

== "LINUX");

set_foo = “bar”; 

]

[ 

name = “condor_pool_other”;

TargetUniverse = 5;

Requirements = target.x509UserProxyVOName =!= "cms"; 

]

@jre

Example HTCondor Job Route
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Cameron has a PBS pool and she wants 

CMS jobs submitted to her CE to be 

forwarded to her pool under the “cms” queue. 

All other jobs should be submitted to her pool 

without any changes.

Example PBS Job Route
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JOB_ROUTER_ENTRIES @=jre

[

name = "pbs_pool_cms";

Requirements = target.x509UserProxyVOName =?= "cms";

TargetUniverse = 9;

GridResource = "batch pbs";

set_BatchQueue = “cms”;

]

[

name = "pbs_pool_other";

Requirements = target.x509UserProxyVOName =!= "cms";

TargetUniverse = 9;

GridResource = "batch pbs";

]

@jre

Example PBS Job Route
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Submitting to the CE
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universe = grid

grid_resource = condr condorce.example.com \

condorce.example.com:9619

use_x509userproxy = true

execuable = myjob.sh

output = myjob.out

...

queue

Example Submit File
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› condor_ce_trace: Test each step of job 

submission individually; determine where 

failures may occur 

› condor_ce_run: Run a single job against a 

remote host (either local or through batch; 

great for debugging!) 

› condor_ce_ping: Test authorization for 

various actions (read, write, administrator)

Client Tools
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condor_ce_trace
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condor_ce_ping
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Interaction Examples
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condor_ce_status
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Job Query
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› If you are using HTCondor for batch

One less software provider - same thing all the 

way down the stack 

HTCondor has an extensive feature set – easy 

to take advantage of it (i.e. Docker universe)

Why Consider this CE?
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› Regardless, a few advantages

Can scale well (up to at least 16k; maybe 

higher) 

Declarative ClassAd-based language 

› But disadvantages exist

Non-HTCondor backends are finicky outside 

PBS and SLURM

Declarative ClassAd-based language

Why Consider this CE?
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› We believe the HTCondor-CE is a drastically 

different approach to the classic CE

It brings quite a few concepts forward from the 

underlying HTCondor system

It has special advantages for HTCondor sites, 

especially in terms of support and existing knowledge

› Now available apart from the OSG software stack

htcondor-ce RPM package

› More information available here:

https://opensciencegrid.org/docs/compute-

element/htcondor-ce-overview/

Conclusions
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